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  Description

  Colin & Percy are all year round lines, so you'll be able to grab them in store whenever you fancy. We’re also in discussions around some new lines too, so keep your eyes peeled!” The now CEO of M&S spotted our Bottled Baking mixes in one of our other retail partner stores and thought the product would be a great fit for M&S customers. They approached us as the experts in creating delicious, high-quality and eye-catching baking mixes and the M&S team proposed we create a Colin the Caterpillar and a Percy Pig themed mix."
We caught up with our Founder Greg , who answered all your burning questions about our latest collaboration… Fancy the sweetest slice of Percy Pig flavour? Try my delicious giant cookie idea, which stars a biscuit base, Percy Pig dessert sauce, buttercream and our multicoloured Party Percys. As you can see, little Ada here is giving this mix a go, simply adding 170g butter and 2 medium eggs to the mix. Did you know that baking with toddlers not only helps improve their motor skills (pouring, mixing and whipping will strengthen their muscles) but baking can improve their communication skills, as well as the beginnings of their reading and writing skills?

Minimum life based on 'use-by' date of product. Average life based on last week's deliveries. Life guarantee shown based on delivery tomorrow with the Life guarantee starting the following day. For the base, in a large mixing bowl, cream together the butter and the sugarwith an electric whisk until light and fluffy. M&S always seems to get it right with its Christmas range. From light-up gin snow globes to candles, bath and body sets, kids' presents and novelty gifts, the retailer has something for everyone. Henzie Not as advertised I bought this to take overseas with me for my Percy Pig obsessed young nephew. He will be absolutely delighted with it, but I must say I'm disappointed as the contents are not as advertised. The description says "there's a snuggly Percy Pig™ toy to provide a lasting memento". This is not true. There is no snuggly toy included in the box at all. I'm quite sad as this isn't the standard I would expect from M&S. I'm also very glad I bought this at a discounted price as the full price would have made this pretty overpriced..
Our Ultimate Unicorn Gift Box includes everything you need to bake up 16 delicious unicorn cupcakes. We even add gift messages too if you fancy leaving your mum a personalised message! Whether you’re looking for a gift for your own mum or perhaps looking for something to do with your own little ones this Mother’s Day, we’ve rounded up some baking-themed gifts we’ll think she’ll love, from small businesses just like ours, all the way to some rather recognisable names. Here are some of our favourite baking gifts perfect for mum Similar News:You can also read news stories similar to this one that we have collected from other news sources.Spread the buttercream evenly onto the fully cooled cookie base, leaving some space around the edge, then drizzle the pizza with Percy Pig dessert sauce before decorating with mini marshmallows, Party Percy sweets and jazzie sprinkles. Have fun baking up some delicious blondies together as a family, you could even decorate these with some phizzy pigtails 🐷
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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                    	English
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                    © 2006–2024 Fruugo.com Ltd. All rights reserved.
                

            

        

    



        
            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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